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THE ISSUES

BEYOND THE
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DROP C
By Dani Friedland, assistant editor
The drop credit plays a significant role
in the beef industry’s overall
profitability: “A large portion of the
value of the animal is in the hide and
internal organs. [W]hat happens to

w

The inedible parts of
a carcass have monetary
value, of course. A
new program aims
to maximize the
scientific value as well.

they can examine and perhaps build on.
“ The mission of this group is really to
discover new uses of known bioactive
molecules, mass-produced from
byproducts of animals and poultry that
have been produced for meat, and to
discover novel compounds that can be

those values drives what packers can

used in biology, agriculture, medicine

pay for slaughter cattle,” University of
Missouri Professor of Agricultural

president and CEO of Salm Partners —

and other consumer products,” Dan

Economics Ronald Plain explains.

and a UW-Madison alum — says the idea

Schaefer, chair of the animal science

sprouted from an advisory committee of

department, says.

But the inedible parts of the carcass
(hogs, too) could have value far beyond

industry experts who looked for ways the

the drop credit: They could prove key to

university could make a contribution that

a team, organizing goals and a plan of

scientific, medical and technological

wasn’t already being covered elsewhere.

implementation, and fundraising to sup-

In the long term, that involves building

They found there was “no central

port research. “ The question for us in

for everyone, and a cross-disciplinary

location for expertise in finding value

this group is: What ideas come to our

team of researchers and faculty from the

from animal agriculture that is not

minds? What do we come across in our

University of Wisconsin at Madison have

simply muscle-related,” Salm says.

day-to-day reading? What is possible?”

advances that could improve daily living

Schaefer says.

made it their mission to find out.
Even as it works on building a new

MORE THAN THE

For the time being, though, the group

$42.8 million meat lab, the university in

SUM OF THE PARTS

is asking its industry contacts what

2009 launched what it calls the value-

Thus far, UW ’s industry advisors and

research already is being done. “ They are

added animal and poultry carcass by-

faculty members have been working to

in contact with people who are coming to

product initiative. Chris P. Salm,

identify existing research and patents

their plants to harvest tissues,” he adds.
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STOMACH FOR SCIENCE
One tissue that’s promising is the porcine
small-intestine submucosa (SIS). The SIS
can be implanted into humans to help
repair everything from eyelids to
eardrums. A process that includes
emptying the intestines and extracting
cellular components from the tissue
ultimately produces a sterile, flexible
matrix of collagen, says Chad Johnson, a
research manager at West Lafayette, Ind.-

A matrix sourced from pig intestine has a variety of

based Cook Biotech.

applications as a surgical material in human medicine.

The SIS material, made of substances
the body recognizes as part of normal

the market, Johnson says. In addition to

tissue, signals the surrounding tissue to

wounds on the feet, among other uses.

bring in the patient’s own cells, building

The SIS collagen can be layered into

them onto and eventually replacing the

sheets that resemble parchment paper or

from implanting human tissue, there’s

collagen scaffold with the patient’s own

a textile. The layers can be rolled into a

not a consistent supply. Bovine collagen

tissue to repair a wide variety of tissues,

plug, if needed.

has a history of reactions from people

from a membrane that surrounds the
brain to the esophagus to ulcerative

Porcine tissues offer a few advantages
over the human and bovine tissues on

Visit us at AMI Booth #2419

concerns about disease transmission

who are sensitive to it.
But pigs, which don’t suffer from trans-
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missible spongiform encephalopathies,

BRIGHT IDEAS

absorb sunlight, for example, or split

are readily available and, on the whole,

Researchers at Stanford University think

water into its component hydrogen and

are genetically close to humans, though

cow brains also could be useful in creat-

oxygen.

there are some immune-system issues.

ing batteries, electrodes and solar cells.

“Any animal source that’s used for the

Cow brains contain a lot of clathrin, a

NEXT STEPS

food industry, you get a very consistent

protein also found in every cell of the

The field has a lot of unexplored

source,” Johnson says. “ You know that

human body. By isolating the tripod-

territory; no similar applications have yet

they’re healthy animals.” Also, at slaugh-

shaped clathrin molecules and adjusting

been found for poultry tissue. “ The

ter, pigs tend to be close to the same age

such factors as pH and salt concentra-

scintillating question is, what if you could

and the same weight, which makes the

tion, scientists can form tiny cubes,

add value to a spent hen? What if

design process easier. “It’s important for

spheres and other shapes in test tubes.

rendering weren’t the best option?”

us to make sure that we know that it’s

From there, researchers can add

Schaefer says.

going to be within the strength require-

inorganic materials such as gold or

ments … on a consistent basis so that we

titanium dioxide to the clathrin scaffold

applications like a supplement that

don’t have to worry that one pig’s going to

with precision, thanks to its specific

would help reduce the risk of cancer,

give us something much weaker than

pattern of positive and negative charges.

diabetes or obesity. He also hopes natural

another one,” Johnson says.

Some of these materials are able to

components from animals can replace

w

“The scintillating question is, what if you could add value to a spent hen?

WHAT IF RENDERING WEREN’T THE BEST OPTION?”

Salm hopes the research will yield

chemicals for jobs like tissue regeneration. “It provides us with another reason
for raising animals that’s not just
delicious-tasting steaks,” he says.
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